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01
What are Special Events?

These are the forms of events which are 
based around a certain, ‘special’ cause and/or  
occasion, that share a greater and dedicated  
significance to either the host-entity or the  
target-audience; or both. 

This sector of events can also be broadly  
observed as any private events, sporting 
events, public events, and fairs & festivals. They 
are considered ‘special’ events because they  
contain a further agenda than compared to 
a normal general event. Causes can include 
the marketing of a product or community,  
awareness programmes, cultural and certain 
entertainment events, and so on.

Special events can drive the hosts’ sales,  
awareness and presence, public relations,  
marketing. Sometimes, they often shape the 
current trends and the immediate culture in 
among a large demographic, because of a 
possible widespread influence because of their 
very nature. 

We shall now discuss about how these are  
conducted accordingly to the agenda and aims.
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02
Event Marketing in a clamshell

This section explains the link and reasoning between why special 
events are conducted in the first place: to drive a cause.

The core of the idea is to make sure that the message is reached 
to most of the target audience and hence, we are talking about  
communication here. The art of communication which involves  
selling an idea via tactful convincing through the right use and 
execution of communicaton, captivation and persuasion skills and 
techniques can be considered as marketing. 

Therefore, with robust marketing comes a successful event. 

The mantra is to clearly convey the message at the opportune  
time. Live events provide the opportunity for one to connect  
directly with stakeholders and clearly communicate their  
message. Event marketing continues to grow as one of the most  
important marketing strategies for today’s big causes because it 
goes hand-in-hand. 

In this study, we shall talk about the ways ‘Ultra Music’ influences 
the music industry (both the consumers i.e., the listeners; and the 
producers), sets the trends in the scene and alongwith, the overall 
music and party culture, and the entertainment business.
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03
The Ultra Music Festival - Overview

Ultra Music Festival (UMF) is an annual outdoor electronic music festival that takes 
place during March in Miami, Florida, United States. The festival was founded in 1999 by  
Russell Faibisch and Alex Omes and is named after the 1997 Depeche Mode album, Ultra.
It was first held on Miami Beach, but besides a tenure at Bicentennial Park, and briefly  
being held at Virginia Key in 2019, it has primarily been held at Bayfront Park in  
downtown Miami. It was a one-day festival from 1998 to 2006. Since 2011, Ultra has 
taken place across three days (Friday through Sunday) during the month of March. 
In 2012, it had a record attendance, of 155,000 people. In 2013, the festival took 
place across two consecutive weekends to celebrate its 15th anniversary, with a  
combined attendance of 330,000 people. In 2014, the festival returned to its original 
single-weekend format, selling out pre-sale tickets in under five minutes. The city of  
Miami has estimated that since 2012, Ultra has “generated approximately $995 million of  
economic impact”, with $168 million in 2018 alone. The most recent edition was held in 
2019. It has been suspended since 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The festival is 
held alongside the Winter Music Conference—an event focusing on the electronic music 
industry (which was acquired by Ultra outright in 2018), and Miami Music Week—a larger 
program of electronic music concerts and parties held across the region, with both events 
usually leading into Ultra.

Although they share names, Ultra Music Festival was not directly tied to Ultra Records, an 
electronic music record label. However, the two entities did announce a “global alliance” 
in August 2012, which would allow them to collaborate on marketing and cross-promotion. 
Alongside the flagship event in Miami, Ultra has spawned a larger series of international 
franchises under the blanket branding Ultra Worldwide, which have included locations 
such as South Africa, South Korea, Singapore, Mexico, Brazil, Colombia, and others. 

Now, the UMF is alongside the flagship global music festivals held every year.
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04
The UMF - Event Details

Goal & Prospectus:   To have major and popular musical artists perform digital sets  
        live and drive the sales of their music, set trends and keep the  
        relevance of the electronic dance music industry. 

Characteristics:    A line-up of the most trendy, esteemed and popular musical  
        artists and DJs of the time, highly-produced partying and  
        raving, euphoria and excitement, relatively a luxurious  
        experience (hence the pricey entry tickets and costs), exotic  
        locations and refreshment options).

Target Audience:   Young Adults (ages 18 to 35) 
Target Location:    Worldwide 
Gender:      Any 
Languages:     Mostly English, however, the language of the music can be any.
Platform:      Hybrid (hosted in real locations alongwith digital livestreaming)

Median Attendiance:  Around ~150,000
Estimated Budget:   Around ~50,000,000 USD 
Average Ticket Cost:  Around ~200 USD
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05
The Marketing Strategy of the UMF

Electronic Dance Music festivals like Ultra Music Festival in Miami 
attracts thousands of fans yearly. Marketing teams always see this 
opportunity to market their artists, bands, DJs, agencies, brands, 
and record labels, to the fullest. If you look at the big brands and 
companies, they usually sponsor music festivals or advertise during 
the event in order to promote their products and services. 

The budget is respectable, which allows Ultra to plan, form,  
manage, market and execute such an event, provided that a lot 
of notable artists perform here, who also earn a lot through these 
performances. 

But the most important factor is that - Ultra also has an operating  
record label and agency that govern musical artists. It also  
partners with other artists and labels too. For the rest of the year, 
they curate and push certain music and set the ‘trend’, following 
which the performers perform the very set of songs that did the 
best in the year and with it, introduce new music that they feel 
would do great and keep the cycle running. 

The young-adult audience love the flashy and extravagent  
arrangement that is present in these music festivals. With it, they 
are driven highly by emotions and hence, these festivals are based 
on influencial, captiovating, dancehall, exciting and pop-music. 
Adding to that, then there is the buzz and the element of live  
performances, which further enanciates the entire experience.
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05
The Marketing Strategy of the 
Ultra Music Festival - 

i. Robust use of social-media platforms in this  
 digital-era exposes the festival to the  
 target audience demographic. 

ii. Billboards in posh parts of EDM-influenced  
 hotspot cities like Miami, New York. Berlin,  
 Paris, London, Goa, Pune, Tokyo, Hong Kong,   
 Seoul, and so on. 

iii. Empowering mass-registrations using  
 sales-tactics like pre/early-registration  
 bonuses based on limited tickets but at high  
 costs, tier-based experiences, using  
 countdowns to create the sense of  
 ‘limitedness and urgency’ of the event. The  
 tickets get sold out pretty fast and hence,  
 the prices are highly controlled. 

iv. Implementing peer-to-peer organic  
 marketing tools & strategies like empowering  
 performing artists to market their own  
 performing sets, hype-videos, reward-based  
 fan programmes (interested people upon  
 sharing about the event through their social- 
 -media would get shoutouts), and so on. 

v. Housing a rich, highly-polished and  
 produced experience with unique themes  
 each year that sustains high retention,  
 penetration and new sales rates.
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06
The Takeaways

Here we shall discuss about how you can market your own event at a  
similar model of the Ultra Music Festival, but in ways you can do (learning 
and improvising accordingly)

• The budget of UMF is ginormous. Therefore, capital management is a  
 key in this approach. 

• Use social media as the frontline of your campaign since physical  
marketing is ruthlessly expensive, but on the bright side - the most  
effective returns happens to be on the digital side of things anyway;  
because of its speed, reach and efficiency. Also, use event hashtags. 

• Create the unique and signature experience of your event. Make  
everything that goes around about the event based on that design and 
experience language from start-to-finish, to create a lasting impact. 

• Look for sponsorships and partnerships with similar and likeminded 
entities, people and agencies. 

• If possible, implement giveaways - this can sound counterintuitive with  
respect to what Ultra does but the meaning behind this is that: you may not 
have the leverage to control entry prices and the yield. Therefore, the tactic  
of giving first and reap gratitude-based returns can work wonders here. 

• Turn your first attendees into promoters, following the formation of an 
active community. Try to maintain it as much as possible to keep the hype 
and buzz about the event rolling! 

• With the first ticket sales, use them as pool money and invest wisely for 
the finesse of the event.
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